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ABSTRACT: Several pilot programs have been carried out in the region of Western Sacramento,
California USA and The Netherlands to evaluate the state of the levees. Utilizing a methodology of automatic assessment based on defined criteria, a proprietary process called Rapid Engineering Assessment of
Levees® was employed. It was selected because it offers significant advantages in flexibility and efficiency
over conventional methods. The REAL® method incorporates levee geotechnical, geospatial and geological characteristics in its assessment and allows for systematic, consistent and repeatable evaluation at very
closely spaced cross-section intervals and various water levels, 100 times faster than conventional work
flows. This paper will discuss the results of pilot programs included lessons learned and future developments, including some new developments implemented and tested in The Netherlands.
1

INTRODUCTION

preliminary analyses, data gap assessment, supplemental data gathering through additional field
exploration, and further analyses.

1.1 The levee safety problem
Throughout the world an average of 25 levees fail
every year, claiming many lives and causing billions
of dollars in damages. The probability of this type
of disaster is increasing as sea levels continue to
rise and populations increase in vulnerable areas.
Flood prevention managers base decisions, policies, and planning on river forecast systems and
identified risks. Most risk assessment programs,
however, do not address geotechnical levee failure
mechanisms. They lack accurate information on
hundreds of thousands of miles of levees.
1.2 The DWR levee pilots
The State of California has long recognized the
need to upgrade the aging levees in the Sacramento and San Joaquin River Valleys and in the
Delta. The State has appropriated $500 million of
funding to the California Department of Water
Resources (DWR) to begin a comprehensive program of levee evaluation and upgrades.
Of critical importance and highest priority are
the 300 to 350 miles of levees located in the highly
populated urban areas of greater Sacramento,
Stockton/Lathrop and Marysville/Yuba City.
The geotechnical work plan for the DWR Urban
Levee project follows a logical progression of
work: historic data collection, field explorations,

1.3

Dutch—USA cooperation

Dutch and USA levees, levee safety assessments
and management matters have many similarities
and differences [Meer 2009]. Fugro is continuously
further developing and adding REAL® modules
both in The Netherlands and in the USA to
their concept of automated levee assessments.
The basic idea is to have a flexible tool available
that enables automated—both deterministic and
probabilistic—levee safety assessments that comply
with any guideline or code. To date the REAL
modules have been focused on USA and Dutch
evaluation codes and have been developed in intercompany Research and Development efforts.
2 DATA ACQUISITION
2.1

Data collection programs

In addition to the basic geotechnical evaluation
program of drilling and boring to collect levee soil
samples, Fugro is providing other proven methods
and innovative technologies to develop a comprehensive understanding of the levees’ existing subsurface conditions. These methods include Light
Detection and Ranging (LiDAR) topographic
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surveys, geophysical Electromagnetic (EM) surveys, underwater bathymetric surveys and special
geotechnical lab testing (see Fig. 1).
Data collected utilizing these techniques are
processed to assess levee’s structural integrity in
order to identify and prioritize critical improvements and repairs; conventional as well as in most
innovative ways.
2.2 Handling data quality and quantity
The factual execution of airborne data acquisition
campaigns is determined by the speed of the aircraft; fast. Both airborne and boat borne bathymetry provide huge amounts of high quality data;
terra bytes. These data sets allow one to transfer
from 2D analyses in limited levee cross sections
towards analyses in almost unlimited numbers
of sections. Modern data sets on levee and river
geometry already provide 10–500 dots per square
meter. This permits accurate 3D modeling of river
bottom and levee geometry (see Fig. 2).
Modeling the levee foundation on the basis of
field explorations and geological and geotechnical

interpretations will supplement the levee-river
geometry model such that a real and useful 3D
subsoil model is created. Additional information—
acquired in time, and as soon as implemented—
will only enhance the model.
In certain (often non-urban) areas the available
information on levees and geotechnical subsoil
conditions is sparse, and one of the limiting factors
for safety assessments. Modern data acquisition
techniques (Fig. 1) and automated levee evaluation
techniques can contribute in helping to map nonurban levees as soon as possible. In many urban
areas the available geotechnical information is
already overwhelming. Modern times require that
acquired information is processed as rapid as possible, in a cost effective and systematic consistent
manner. This provides higher authorities a rapid
and better understanding on how to prioritize the
different leveed systems in a region allowing a fair
distribution of limited funds for remedial works.
3
3.1

Figure 1. Fugro data collection methods include fixedwing, helicopter, satellite and vessel-based surveys, CPT’s,
borings, and geophysics.

Figure 2. 3D bare earth model based on LiDAR,
bathymetry, soil explorations and interpretations (WestSacramento, California).

APPLYING THE REAL® METHOD
The REAL® workflow

Processing dense information sets in order to get
this rapid understanding requires an innovative
work flow; like the REAL® method (see Fig. 3); an
automated engineers evaluation process.
Initial explorations and data on levee and river
bottom geometry are acquired. A first 3D subsoil
model can be build. One can extract levee segments
from the 3D model, have a GIS system create 2D
(or 3D) input files for standard (off the shelf)
geotechnical software and batch process these
input files which can result in large numbers of
geotechnical analysis results. Initial runs result in
initial insights, guiding the project where to focus,
indicating where additional explorations could
improve the 3D model, also permitting the user to
perform sensitivity analyses related to possible different evaluation methods.

Figure 3.
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The REAL® workflow.

Figure 4.

Extracting 2D input files from a 3D model.

3.2 3D levee and subsoil model
An important trend in engineering is the application of 3D subsoil models. Figure 2 shows a 3D
model based on LiDAR, bathymetry, soil explorations and geological, geomorphical and geotechnical interpretations.
This sort of 3D models offers many advantages
to levee professionals; for example it enables engineers to better understand and analyze levee safety.
Such that they can easily provide stakeholders and
decision makers supplemental visual information
which is more easy, faster and thus better to understand also improving communication processes
with the public [Meer 2011].
3.3 Advantages of close spaced analyses
An important advantage of evaluating levees in
closed spaced (1–5 m) cross sections is that one can
eliminate the time consuming and expensive reach
selection processes. In conventional evaluations a
leveed system is subdivided in reaches of 1–4 km
long. Each reach will have 1–3 analysis cross sections assumed to represent the whole reach. The
results of the analyses will identify possible remedial works, which will need to be performed in the
entire reach. Analyses performed in close spaced
sections needs automation. Consequently one can
target the sections for remedial work far more
accurate than ‘per reach’.
Another advantage of an automated engineer’s
evaluation process is that once first results come
available one can reconsider evaluation criteria and
re-evaluate for new boundary conditions very swift
and on a large (levee) scale (also see Fig. 12). It
will be very difficult to achieve a consistent implementation of new evaluation criteria in large levee
evaluation projects if there is little or no automated
engineering involved. Systematic consistency of
levee evaluations is required for objective comparison of regional results.

the state of the levees. Utilizing the REAL
methodology of automatic assessment and based
on DWR defined evaluation criteria. It was selected
to demonstrate the significant advantages in flexibility and efficiency over conventional methods.
Especially the levee re-evaluations for new or other
boundary conditions—like other water surface
elevations, or multiple levee slope equilibrium
methods—were shown to be performed 100 times
faster than conventional work flows.
Analysis results have been presented almost continuously, in two dimensions in plan view through
GIS maps also allowing transparent communication with peers and public. Results of this process
lend themselves to both localized identification of
portions of the levee at risk of failure as well as
larger scale, regional risk analyses.
Figure 5 shows both wide and close spaced
analysis sections. Wide spaced analyses will result
in insights for remedial works per whole reach
only, where close spaced analyses allows targeting remedial works more precisely, again, helpful
in prioritizing areas when only limited funds for
remediation are available.
3.5 Levee vegetation analysis
Modern LiDAR and Color InfraRed (CIR) sensors
already allow a rapid inventory of (levee) vegetation through airborne systems. An automated Tree
Identification Procedure (TIP) as already used for
large scale forest inventories can provide information for Levee Vegetation Evaluations (potential
tree wind throw). The information on levee slope,
soil type—as to be mined from a 3D model similar to Figure 2—and the identified tree properties
(species, height, canopy diameter) lend themselves
for an automated procedure to evaluate potential
levee failure mechanisms related to vegetation. See
Figures 6–8.

3.4 Results DWR pilots
DWR allowed us to execute two pilot programs
in the region of Western Sacramento to evaluate

Figure 5. Analysis results from wide (left) versus very
close spaced (right) analysis sections.
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Today’s prevailing understanding is that LiDAR
provides more accurate tree dimensions than field
measurements do. The Dutch Levee Vegetation
Evaluation method includes flowcharts allowing
for a subjective (and automated) levee vegetation
assessment. These flowcharts are addressed in a
background report [Spoorenberg et al, 2010] and
the method will be implemented in Dutch guidelines for levee safety assessments.

Figure 6. Levee vegetation imagery through boat borne
Dynamic LiDAR (simultaneously with bathymetric
survey).

Figure 7. Tree species identification including location,
height and canopy diameter through aerial survey.

4
4.1

The Dutch already made progress in procedures
to evaluate levee vegetation. These procedures do
not only focus on several tree characteristics, but
they also take certain geotechnical failure mechanisms into account. The procedures are meant to
distinguish harmless trees from potentially dangerous ones. The vegetation characteristics related
to levee performance (Fig. 8) are either manually
collected or through specific sensors based on
LiDAR and Color InfraRed (CIR) techniques.

General principles

Another identified important trend is the transition from deterministic to probabilistic levee safety
analyses. The REAL® method can accommodate
both approaches, since both are based on the same
data sets, with the same intrinsic uncertainties.
One must understand that uncertainties in a
subsoil model and in levee stability predictions are
variable in space and in time. Some areas have more
data than other. For certain seasons we can have
more confidence in loading (Water Surface Elevation) predictions than for other seasons/times.
When interpreting the data, the first step is to
assess the most likely situation: the most likely
levee and subsoil model, hydro geological response
to variable water levels, soil parameters, physical
models of the failure mechanisms, etcetera. Only
the most likely situation simulation can be improved
through cross checking with documented, historical levee performance, measured geohydralogical
responses and levee inspection results.
The second step is to address and quantify relevant uncertainties in these subsoil models, and one
wa or another incorporate them in the analyses of
levee safety factors or failure probabilities.
4.2

Figure 8. Important parameters for Levee Vegetation
Assessment.

HANDLING UNCERTAINTIES

Probabilistic analyses

Some different approaches to determine the effects
of various uncertainties have been implemented
and tested in a typical Dutch levee case, producing
REAL® piping safety maps [Fugro 2012].
Many quantitative risk assessment methods are
based on data derived through standard deterministic analyses; Monte Carlo simulations, Taylor’s
series approximations, First Order Second Moment
(FOSM) analyses, etcetera. Because of the modular construction of the REAL workflow it can support these analyses by providing the large amount
of analysis results necessary for quantitative risk
assessments.
Probabilistic analyses are very suitable to effectively deal with uncertainties, using both geostatistic and stochastic modeling. However, this is yet a
long way to go. However, probabilistic principles
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already are very useful to address uncertainties better, by improving the partial safety factors in the
semi-probabilistic levee failure mechanism checks.
In the conventional analyses, the uncertainties
are often represented with a constant safety margin. Having access to modern continuous data sets
and data processing and integration methods, we
are now able to quantify and use spatial variability
of uncertainties to differentiate the safety factor
along e.g. the levee section.
4.3 Addressing spatial variability of uncertainties
Some different approaches to calculate the effects
of various uncertainties are implemented and
tested in a typical Dutch levee case, producing
REAL® piping safety maps [Rijneveld 2012].
The piping safety factor γp can e.g. be calculated
with e.g. the Bligh formula [TAW 1999] at any exit
point behind the levee, thus creating a REAL® piping safety map for any given set of assumptions and
boundary conditions. For the piping mechanism, the
most relevant uncertainties are related to the hydraulic head over the levee, the surface model of the levee
and the terrain, the subsoil model and soil parameters, and the piping entrance line at riverside.
A first method to address uncertainties is to
present hydraulic load scenarios as realistic time
sequences, simulating high water events. Thus visualizing when and where what problem might occur,
helping the water managers to decide on preventive
actions.
A second method is to analyse the spatial distribution of soil data and calculate a spatial distributed correction factor, to address spatial
uncertainties in interpreted soil parameters. This
method is based on geostatistic principles.
A third method is based on probabilistic transformations, which allows combining failure contributions of individual scenario’s in a weighed
piping safety factor. An example is given in the
next paragraph.

factors are transformed to conditional piping failure probabilities Pf(piping|Si), using the following
simple relation [Cruz 2010]:
γ p Si

2
β
3 loc Si

− 1, 47

(1a)

and
Pf (piping
i i Si ) = Φ( β loc S )
i

(1b)

where γp|S = piping safety factor for a given scenario
i
Si; βloc|Si = reliability index for a given scenario Si and
for a single levee cross-section; Pf(piping|Si) = piping failure probability index for a given scenario Si;
and Φ(..) = standard normal distribution function.
The total piping failure probability Pf(piping)
can be derived by summation of the contributions
of all ‘n’ relevant scenarios, using:
Pf (piping
i i )

∑ p(S )
i

Pf (piping
i i Si )

(2)

n

The combined piping failure probability map
can be transformed ‘backwards’ to a weighed piping safety factor map, using (1a), (1b) and (2):
γ p = − 2 Φ −1 (Pf (piping )) − 1, 47

(3)

where Φ−1(..) = inverse standard normal distribution function.
Figure 9 shows the calculated piping safety map,
with the underlying conditional piping safety maps
for the three considered entrance line scenarios.
This concerns a project in The Netherlands. A similar map for a California levee evaluation project is
presented in Figure 10.

4.4 Multi piping entrance line scenarios
An important uncertainty in piping analyses is the
assumed piping entrance line along the levee at riverside. Various entrance lines are possible, all with
different likelihoods and effects on piping safety.
The present approach is to assume the most conservative entrance line, with little or no consideration of spatial variations in uncertainties.
Uncertainties in the entrance line can be quantified as ‘n’ possible entrance line scenario’s Si, all
having a certain probability of occurrence p(Si).
For every scenario Si the conditional piping safety
factor γp|S can be calculated. To enable integrai
tion of all scenario’s, the conditional piping safety

Figure 9. REAL® seepage/piping safety map, based on
three potential seepage entry line scenarios a weighted
average for the piping safety is derived. Project in
The Netherlands.
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Figure 10. REAL® seepage/piping safety map. Project
in in the Sacramento Valley, CA, USA.

Figure 11. REAL® seepage/piping safety map compared
with the results of the accepted conventional piping
safety assessments (Project as Fig. 8).

Note that having access to various underlying scenario maps is very useful. This enables the
levee manager to quickly check effects of changes,
e.g. as a result of dredging operations the position
and/or likelihood of entrance lines can locally
change.
The method of combining scenarios can also
be used to visualize and integrate the possibility
of non-detected shallow sand layers, the risk of
future excavations and scour risks, possible weak
spots due to trees, pipeline crossings, etc.
4.5 Comparison with present methods
It makes good sense to check these new ways of
addressing uncertainties with accepted results,
acquired with the accepted present methods for
levee safety analyses.
In the DWR pilots, these accepted analyses were
used as fixed cross-sections. The 3D subsoil model
and automated levee calculations are fitted to these
cross-sections in such a way that the automated
engineering analysis produces the same results
at these specified cross-sections. The 3D subsoil
model adds additional cross-sections at any position along the levee, thus creating a much more
detailed picture of levee safety.
In the Dutch pilots, the automated piping calculations are matched with earlier already accepted
safety assessments by modifying the underlying
assumptions and boundary conditions. Also in
this case the REAL® method produced a very good
fit.
Note that the REAL® safety maps produce
more detail and better acknowledge the variations
in the terrain opposed to conventional levee safety
assessments.

Figure 12. REAL® slope stability analyses. The automated process also allows for rapid re-evaluations using
other evaluation methods/codes; top left; Bishop, bottom
right; Spencer.

5

CONCLUSIONS

An automated engineer’s evaluation process like
REAL can provide;
− Consistency in analyses, especially important
when a single authority benefits an objective
comparison of regional areas, at a certain time
and in successive years.
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− Information for decision makers for a fair distribution over local authorities of the limited
(national or State) funds for remedial works to
upgrade levees.
− A significant advantage, inherent to every automated process; is systematic constancy; eliminating subjective interpretations which can differ
per case and in time.
− Cost and time savings in (re-) evaluations
(Fig. 11); allowing to process updated information very rapid, letting effects of the processed
updated information to surface as rapid.
− Information for unbiased decision processes,
which are easier to understand, communicate
and which are reproducible and useful in public
outreach processes.
− A modular concept open for compatibility with
new modules.
− A module to perform Probabilistic Analyses in
order to support Quantitative Risk Analyses
such that they can be consistent with earlier performed deterministic analyses. This will help in
the process of migrating from Standard Flood
Insurance Rates to Risk Based Flood Insurance
Rates. A modular concept like REAL permits different probabilistic analysis methods to
be based on exact the same information. It is
assumed that that will result in a better understanding of risks associated with one leveed system if the risks have been determined through
more than one method.
− A module for large scale Levee Vegetation Evaluations; a model like this can be made systematic consistent with the information other Levee
Evaluation Modules; levee and river geometry,
subsoil conditions. Information from Aerial
Tree Inventory systems and existing levee vegetation evaluations codes can be implemented in
REAL®.
− Analysis results are already integrated in ArcGIS
systems soon providing GPS-tablet based systems with specific local graphic geo-referenced
information which can support levee inspections
through a tablet computer with real-time geographic positioning.
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